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Abstract36 

Two factors play an important role in shaping perception: the allocation of selective 37 

attention to behaviorally relevant sensory features, and prior expectations about regularities in 38 

the environment. Signal detection theory proposes distinct roles of attention and expectation on 39 

decision-making such that attention modulates early sensory processing whereas expectation 40 

influences the selection and execution of motor responses. Challenging this classic framework, 41 

recent studies suggest that expectations about sensory regularities enhance the encoding and 42 

accumulation of sensory evidence during decision-making. It is possible, however, that these 43 

findings instead reflect well-documented attentional modulations in visual cortex. Here, we 44 

tested this framework in a group of male and female human participants by examining how 45 

expectations about stimulus features (orientation and color) and expectations about motor 46 

responses impacted electroencephalography (EEG) markers of early sensory processing and 47 

the accumulation of sensory evidence during decision-making (the early visual negative 48 

potential, or VN, and the centro-parietal positive potential, or CPP, respectively). We first 49 

demonstrate that these markers are sensitive to changes in the amount of sensory evidence in 50 

the display. Then we show, counter to recent findings, that neither marker is modulated by 51 

either feature or motor expectations, despite a robust effect of expectations on behavior. 52 

Instead, violating expectations about likely sensory features and motor responses impacts 53 

posterior alpha and frontal theta oscillations, signals thought to index overall processing time 54 

and cognitive conflict. These findings are inconsistent with recent theoretical accounts and55 

suggest instead that expectations primarily influence decisions by modulating post-perceptual 56 

stages of information processing.57 

Keywords: expectation, decision-making, sensory modulation, cognitive control, 58 

electroencephalography (EEG)59 
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Significance Statement 60 

Expectations about likely features or motor responses play an important role in shaping 61 

behavior. Classic theoretical frameworks posit that expectations modulate decision-making by 62 

biasing late stages of decision-making including the selection and execution of motor 63 

responses. In contrast, recent accounts suggest that expectations also modulate decisions by 64 

improving the quality of early sensory processing. However, these effects could instead reflect 65 

the influence of selective attention. Here we examine the effect of expectations about sensory 66 

features and motor responses on a set of electroencephalography (EEG) markers that index 67 

early sensory processing and later post-perceptual processing. Counter to recent empirical 68 

results, expectations have little effect on early sensory processing but instead modulate EEG 69 

markers of time-on-task and cognitive conflict. 70 

Introduction 71 

Selectively attending to relevant sensory inputs (i.e., selective attention) leads to faster 72 

and more accurate decisions. In addition, expectations based on learned statistical regularities 73 

in incoming sensory signals or motor responses can also facilitate decision-making, even if the 74 

expectations concern features or responses that are irrelevant with respect to current behavioral 75 

goals (Summerfield and de Lange, 2014). Selective attention is thought to improve information 76 

processing primarily by modulating the response properties of neurons in early sensory areas 77 

(Desimone and Duncan, 1995; Itthipuripat and Serences, 2015; Maunsell and Treue, 2006; 78 

Reynolds and Chelazzi, 2004; Serences and Kastner, 2014). In contrast, classic theoretical 79 

frameworks such as Signal Detection Theory (SDT) hold that expectations do not influence 80 

early sensory responses, but instead bias later cognitive operations related to response 81 

selection and execution (Alvarez et al., 2007; Berti and Schroger, 2004; Green and Swets, 82 

1966; Wald and Wolfowitz, 1949; Wolfe, 1998). Consistent with this idea, a recent behavioral 83 
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study has shown that stimulus expectations modulated decision criteria without affecting the 84 

quality of early sensory signals (Bang and Rahnev, 2018).85 

Challenging this traditional SDT-based account, recent work suggests that expectations86 

can improve the efficiency of early sensory processing, even when expectations are 87 

independent of behavioral goals (Cheadle et al., 2015; Kok et al., 2012a; Summerfield and de 88 

Lange, 2014; Wyart et al., 2012b). On this account, expectations increase the precision of 89 

information processing by sharpening population-level response profiles in early visual cortex 90 

(Jiang et al., 2013; Kok et al., 2012a; Lee and Mumford, 2003; Spratling, 2008). Accordingly, it 91 

has been proposed that expectation-related modulations in early visual cortex should directly 92 

increase the efficiency of early sensory processing during perceptual decision-making 93 

(Summerfield and de Lange, 2014).94 

However, previous studies examining the impact of expectations on early sensory 95 

processing used explicit cues to indicate which stimulus feature had the highest probability of 96 

being a target (Cheadle et al., 2015; Kok et al., 2016, 2012a, 2012b; Wyart et al., 2012b).97 

Importantly, these explicit cues are similar to cues used in other studies to control the allocation 98 

of visual attention to behaviorally relevant spatial locations or features (Ester et al., 2016; 99 

Itthipuripat et al., 2014a, 2014b; Martinez-Trujillo and Treue, 2004; McAdams and Maunsell, 100 

1999; Motter, 1993; Scolari et al., 2014, 2012; Störmer and Alvarez, 2014). Therefore, reported 101 

expectation effects may actually reflect the operation of the same mechanisms that have been 102 

well-documented in the selective attention literature (Martinez-Trujillo and Treue, 2004; 103 

McAdams and Maunsell, 1999; Motter, 1993).104 

Here we test the classic SDT account and the new sensory enhancement account to better 105 

understand how expectations impact early sensory processing (Kok et al., 2012a; Summerfield 106 

and de Lange, 2014). We manipulated expectations about two different low-level sensory 107 
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features (color and orientation). We also included two additional conditions: (1) a direct 108 

manipulation of the amount of sensory evidence available in each stimulus display to validate 109 

our EEG markers of early sensory processing, and (2) an independent manipulation of motor 110 

expectation as a point of comparison with feature expectation. Finally, expectations were 111 

established based on implicitly learned regularities and we independently manipulated 112 

expectations about each component of the task so that statistical regularities in one feature 113 

dimension (e.g., color) would not provide information about the relevance of a target defined in 114 

the other feature dimension (i.e., orientation). As a result of these design features, the task 115 

isolated manipulations of expectations from the effects of using an explicit cue to provide 116 

information about the behaviorally relevant target feature.117 

Materials and Methods118 

Participants119 

Twenty healthy volunteers (8 males; all participants right-handed; mean age = 21.8, SD 120 

= 3.3) participated in the experiment. All were neurologically intact and had normal or corrected-121 

to-normal color vision. Participants gave written informed consent and were compensated $15 122 

per hour for participation. Ethical approval was granted by the Institutional Review Board at the 123 

University of California, San Diego. Each participant underwent two electroencephalography 124 

(EEG) recording sessions (sessions were approximately 2 hours each, with 1920 trials collected 125 

in total). Three participants were excluded from data analysis for having <70% artifact-free trials 126 

in any of the conditions of interest (due to excessive muscle movement and eye movements), 127 

leaving 17 participants in the final analyses (see artifact rejection sections below for details). 128 

129 

130 
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Stimuli131 

Visual stimuli consisted of 200 blue bars and 200 red bars (length = 1.39 0.18132 

displayed in an annulus (outer diameter, 22 2.4133 

point on a dark gray background of 42.68±2.20 cd/m2. Blue and red bars within the annulus 134 

flickered at 33.33 Hz (33.33% on-off duty cycle) and 50 Hz, respectively (50% on-off duty cycle) 135 

(or vice versa) for the duration of the trial, and the location of each bar was randomly re-136 

assigned within the aperture at the beginning of each flicker cycle. The combination of color and 137 

flicker rate was counterbalanced across trials. At the beginning of each trial, each bar was first 138 

randomly assigned to one of 8 possible orientations (0-1139 

140 

141 

instructed to report the predominant orientation of these iso-oriented bars via a USB compatible 142 

key pad.143 

Stimuli were presented on a PC running Windows XP using MATLAB (MathWorks, 144 

Natick, MA) and the Psychophysics Toolbox (version 3.0.8; Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1985).145 

Participants were seated in a sound-attenuated and electromagnetically shielded room (ETS 146 

Lindgren, Cedar Park, TX) 60 cm from the CRT monitor running at 100 Hz with a gray 147 

background of 42.68±2.20 cd/m2.148 

Procedures149 

Participants performed two sessions of an orientation discrimination task in which 150 

feature expectation (i.e., color expectation and orientation expectation) and motor expectation 151 

were independently manipulated on a block-by-block basis (Figure 1). As described above, 152 

targets were either coherently oriented red or blue bars at 0 or 90 l), hence 153 
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there were four possible target types: red horizontal, red vertical, blue horizontal, and blue 154 

vertical targets. Each response button was associated with a specific conjunction of color and 155 

orientation such that half of the participants were instructed to map the left button to red 156 

horizontal and blue vertical targets and the right button to blue horizontal and red vertical 157 

targets. The other half of the participants were given the opposite response-mapping 158 

instructions. This stimulus-response mapping was adopted so that we could completely 159 

dissociate expectation about sensory features and expectation about motor responses. 160 

To familiarize participants with the task and the response mapping, participants 161 

performed a behavioral training session before the first EEG session. During this training 162 

session, participants had to complete 10 full blocks of the experimental task, with each block 163 

containing 4 trials from each of the four expectation types (neutral, color expectation, orientation 164 

expectation, motor expectation; see below). The training session was terminated once 165 

participants achieved perfect performance on all blocks, and each block was repeated until 166 

participants reached 100% accuracy.167 

After training, each EEG session was comprised of 16 experimental blocks with 60 trials 168 

in each block. This yielded four blocks of trials for each of the four expectation types: neutral, 169 

color expectation, orientation expectation, or motor expectation (Figure 1). In the neutral blocks, 170 

all four target types were presented equally often. In the remaining blocks, feature and motor 171 

expectations were manipulated orthogonally, such that feature expectation and motor 172 

expectation were never manipulated at the same time within the same block. Feature 173 

expectation was manipulated by presenting either one color more frequently (i.e., color 174 

expectation) or one orientation more frequently (i.e., orientation expectation) than the other 175 

value in that feature dimension. For example, on one type of color expectation block, the target176 

would be rendered in red on 70% of the trials and in blue on 30% of the trials. Importantly, on 177 
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these color expectation blocks, target identity was perfectly balanced such that 50% of the 178 

target was horizontal and 50% was vertical. In contrast, on an orientation expectation block, 179 

70% of the targets would be horizontal and 30% of the targets would be vertical, with an equal 180 

number of targets composed of blue and red lines. Finally, on a motor expectation block, targets 181 

associated with the left button (e.g., red horizontal and blue vertical) were presented on 70% of182 

the trials while the targets mapped to the right button (e.g., blue horizontal and red vertical) were 183 

presented on 30% of the trials. This experimental design thus enabled us to independently 184 

manipulate expectation about sensory features (i.e., target color and orientation) and185 

expectation about motor responses. In addition, we could also control expectation within the 186 

‘feature’ domain by separately manipulating expectation about color and orientation of the target 187 

stimulus, as both features provided equal amount of information towards decision choices 188 

(left/right button press) on each trial. Together, this study design allowed us to examine the189 

effects of feature expectation on information processing during decision-making in the absence 190 

of motor expectation and response bias. 191 

Every block started with four practice trials that corresponded to each target type (red 192 

horizontal/ red vertical/ blue horizontal/ blue vertical) to ensure that participants understood the 193 

assigned stimulus-response mapping. Participants had to provide correct responses for all four 194 

practice trials before the main task would proceed; otherwise the practice trials would repeat 195 

until participants met criterion performance. In the main task, each trial began with a pre-target 196 

display consisting of colored bars flickering at 33.33 Hz and 50 Hz that lasted for 91 – 127 ms. 197 

During this pre-target interval, the orientation of each bar was pseudo-randomly selected from a 198 

uniform distribution such that no coherent global orientation signal was present. Following the 199 

pre-target interval, the orientation target was presented for 850 ms, followed by a 600 ms post-200 

target display in which the orientation of all bars was again pseudo-randomly drawn from a 201 
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uniform distribution. The post-target display was followed by a feedback display which indicated 202 

whether the response on that trial was ‘too early’ (made < 85 ms after target onset), ‘correct’, 203 

‘incorrect’, or ‘too slow’ (made after trial offset). The feedback display was presented for 300 ms 204 

and immediately followed by a 800 – 1200 ms blank intertrial-interval (ITI).205 

Behavioral analysis 206 

We used a three-way repeated measures ANOVA with factors for the expectation type207 

(3 levels: color expectation, orientation expectation, and motor expectation), flicker rate (2208 

levels: fast and slow), and the status of the target (3 levels: expected, neutral, and unexpected) 209 

to test the main effects and interactions on the accuracy and reaction times associated with 210 

correct trials. 211 

EEG recording and analysis 212 

EEG data were recorded using a 64+8 channel Biosemi ActiveTwo system (Amsterdam, 213 

The Netherlands) at a sampling rate of 512 Hz. Two reference electrodes were placed at the 214 

mastoids. We monitored vertical eye movements and blinks via two pairs of electrodes placed 215 

above and below the eyes. Horizontal eye movements were monitored via another pair of 216 

electrodes placed near the outer canthi of the eyes. The EEG data were referenced online to 217 

the BioSemi CMS-DRL reference, and all offsets from the reference were maintained below 20 218 

uV. The data were preprocessed with a combination of EEGlab 11.03.1b (Delorme and Makeig, 219 

2004) and custom MATLAB scripts.220 

After data collection, we re-referenced the continuous EEG data offline to the mean of 221 

the left and right mastoid electrodes and applied 0.25-Hz high-pass and 58-Hz low-pass 222 

Butterworth filters (3rd order). An additional 10-HZ low-pass filter was applied before plotting the 223 

data, but all reported statistics were performed on the 58-Hz low-pass filtered data (see similar 224 

methods in Hickey et al., 2010; Itthipuripat and Serences, 2015; Luck, 2005). The data were 225 
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then segmented into epochs extending from 1500 ms before to 4000 ms after the trial onset. 226 

Prominent eye blink artifacts were first rejected by independent component analysis (Makeig et 227 

al., 1996). We then visualized data from each trial and discarded epochs contaminated by 228 

residual eye blinks and vertical eye movements (more than ±80-150 μV deviation from zero, 229 

with thresholds chosen for each subject), horizontal eye movements (more than ±75-100 μV 230 

deviation from zero), excessive muscle activity, or drifts. This procedure resulted in the rejection 231 

of 12.25% of trials on average (± 1.07% SEM across subjects; ranged from 3.9% to 21.8% of 232 

trials). Data from three participants were excluded from further analysis due to the rejection rate 233 

of more than 30% of trials (31.35%, 60%, and 89%, respectively). 234 

Next, we sorted artifact-free EEG epochs into different experimental conditions based on 235 

expectation type (color expectation, orientation expectation, and motor expectation), the status 236 

of each target in the context of a given block (expected, neutral, or unexpected), and on the 237 

flicker rate of the target (fast or slow). To compute event-related potentials (ERPs), the EEG 238 

data from each experimental condition were first baseline-corrected from 200 ms to 0 ms before 239 

the onset of a target or a response. ERPs were then computed by averaging target-locked and 240 

response-locked EEG data for each experimental condition. In addition, the EEG data for 241 

individual subjects were also wavelet-filtered using a Gaussian filter with a 0.2 factional 242 

bandwidth centered on 8 frequencies in 1-Hz incremental steps from 4 to 12 Hz, yielding 243 

analytic amplitude estimates for oscillatory EEG components in the theta (4 to 8 Hz) and alpha 244 

frequency bands (9 to 12 Hz) (see similar methods in Canolty et al., 2009; Itthipuripat et al.,245 

2013). Next, the single-trial alpha and theta data were sorted into different experimental 246 

conditions (just like the ERPs). Maximal time-domain standard deviations of the Gaussian 247 

wavelet filters were computed separately for alpha and theta (i.e., alpha: SD = 208 ms; theta: 248 

SD = 468 ms). Alpha and theta data were then baseline-corrected across a time window249 
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extending 200 ms before their respective time-domain standard deviation (i.e., alpha data were 250 

baseline-corrected from 408 to 208 ms before target onset and theta data were baseline-251 

corrected from 668 to 468 ms before target onset).252 

We then examined the impact of expectation type, flicker rate, and the expectation253 

status of target on two ERP components: the occipital negative-going component recorded from 254 

the Oz electrode and the central parietal positive (CPP) component recorded from the CPz 255 

electrode. We used three-way repeated measures ANOVAs with within-subject factors for 256 

expectation type (3 levels: color expectation, orientation expectation, and motor expectation), 257 

flicker rate (2 levels: fast and slow), and the expectation status of the target (3 levels: expected, 258 

neutral, and unexpected) to evaluate the influence of these factors on the amplitude of the ERP 259 

components. These ANOVAs were performed on the mean ERP amplitudes across consecutive 260 

50-ms windows from 250 ms before to 1500 ms after target onset for the target-locked data and 261 

from 300 ms before to 100 ms after the response onset for the response-locked data. 262 

Corrections for multiple comparisons was implemented using the False Discovery Rate (FDR) 263 

method (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) based on both target-locked and response-locked data 264 

from CPz and Oz electrodes. The impact of expectation type, flicker rate, and expectation on 265 

the CPP slope was examined on both target- and response-locked data. The CPP slope was 266 

measured as the slope of a straight line fitted to the ERP waveform for each subject, using the 267 

interval 200 to 550 ms for the target-aligned CPP and -350 to 0 ms for the response-aligned 268 

CPP (see similar methods in Kelly and O’Connell, 2013). We then performed t-tests to examine 269 

the impact of flicker rate and a one-way ANOVA to assess the impact of expectation on the CPP 270 

slope. In the case of no significant main effects, follow-up one-tailed t-tests and Bayes factor 271 

analyses were performed on the signals collapsed across consecutive 50-ms windows.272 
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The same ANOVA analyses were then performed on the induced parietal alpha 273 

amplitude recorded from the Pz electrode and frontal theta amplitude recorded from the FCz 274 

electrode. These electrodes were chosen as they displayed maximum response amplitude in 275 

the alpha and theta range respectively. ANOVAs were performed on the mean theta amplitudes 276 

across consecutive 50-ms windows from 700 ms before to 1500 ms after target onset for the 277 

target-locked data and from 300 ms before to 100 ms after the response onset for the response-278 

locked data. The same ANOVAs were performed on the mean alpha amplitudes from 450 ms 279 

before to 1500 ms after target onset for the target-locked data and from 300 ms before to 100280 

ms after the response onset for the response-locked data. In addition, we performed follow-up281 

one-tailed t-tests to compare the impact of flicker rates and a one-way ANOVA to assess the 282 

impact of expectation on both ERP components as well as theta and alpha amplitude from each 283 

individual expectation type (color expectation/orientation expectation/motor expectation). Note 284 

that corrections for multiple comparisons were computed separately for alpha and theta based 285 

on its target-locked and response-locked data from the Pz and FCz electrode respectively. In 286 

the case of significant main effects of either flicker rate or expectation, one-tailed follow-up tests 287 

were performed on individual expectation type signal amplitudes averaged across significant 288 

time windows. 289 

To further examine the impact of expectation, we performed a post-hoc Bayes factor t-290 

tests (Edwards et al., 1963; Rouder et al., 2009; Wagenmakers, 2007) on VN amplitude, CPP 291 

slope, and CPP amplitude during the time windows where the effect of flicker rates was 292 

significant. We report Bayes factors expressing the probability of the data given H1 (i.e., there 293 

was an expectation effect) relative to H0 (i.e., there was no expectation effect). While Bayes 294 

factors are not evaluated against a fixed threshold to determine significance, a Bayes factor > 3 295 
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is generally considered to indicate positive evidence in favor of H1, whereas a value < 0.33 is 296 

generally considered evidence for H0.297 

Behavioral Results 298 

In the present study, participants performed an orientation discrimination task in which 299 

feature expectation and motor expectation were independently manipulated on a block-by-block 300 

basis (Figure 1). Targets were either coherently oriented red or blue bars at 0 or 301 

90302 

response button was associated with a specific conjunction of color and orientation such that 303 

half of the participants were instructed to map the left button to red horizontal and blue vertical 304 

targets and the right button to blue horizontal and red vertical targets (and this mapping was 305 

reversed for the other half of the participants). There were four main conditions in the task: 306 

neutral (no expectation), color expectation, orientation expectation, and motor expectation. Each 307 

target was composed of 2 features: color and orientation, and the expectation status of the 308 

target was manipulated by presenting one type of target more frequently than the other target 309 

type within the same target feature. That is, for a given block of trials (e.g., a color expectation 310 

block), one target type (e.g., red target) was expected, while the other target type (i.e., blue 311 

target) was unexpected. The other target feature (i.e., orientation) was orthogonal to this 312 

expectation manipulation, and it was equally likely that the target would be vertical or horizontal.313 

We manipulated the flicker rate of the stimuli in order to manipulate the amount of 314 

sensory information being presented per unit time, with more information about the stimuli 315 

available as the flicker rate increased. Consequently, participants should have higher accuracy 316 

and faster reaction time on trials where stimuli were rendered at a fast compared to a slow 317 

flicker rate. In addition, we also predicted a better performance when the target feature or its 318 

corresponding motor response was expected.319 
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As shown in Figure 1, there was a significant main effect of the flicker rate manipulation 320 

on behavioral performance such that participants were faster and more accurate on trials where 321 

stimuli were presented at a fast (50 Hz) compared to slow (33.33 Hz) flicker rate (RT: F1,16 =322 

152.73, p < 0.001, accuracy: F1,16 = 12.69, p = 0.003). This effect of flicker rate on behavior 323 

confirms that our manipulation successfully impacted the amount of sensory evidence available 324 

on each trial. Also, shown in Figure 1 was a significant main effect of expectation on both RT 325 

and accuracy (expected/neutral/unexpected, RT: F2,16 = 97.51, p < 0.001; accuracy: F2,16 =326 

77.26, p < 0.001). Post-hoc t-tests revealed that participants were faster in the expected 327 

compared to the neutral (t(16) = 8.21, p < 0.001) and unexpected conditions (t(16) = 12.60, p < 328 

0.001). Similarly, accuracy was higher in the expected compared to the neutral (t(16) = 5.81, p < 329 

0.001) and unexpected conditions (t(16) = 10.09, p < 0.001). Participants were also faster (t(16) 330 

= 6.64, p < 0.001) and more accurate in the neutral compared to the unexpected conditions 331 

(t(16) = 8.18, p < 0.001). However, there was no significant interaction effect between 332 

expectation and flicker rate on either RT or accuracy (expected/neutral/unexpected vs fast/slow 333 

flicker, RT: F2,16 = 0.59, p = 0.56; accuracy: F2,16 = 1.36, p = 0.27). Finally, there was no main 334 

effect of expectation types on RT or accuracy (expectation about color/orientation/motor 335 

response, RT: F2,16 = 1.01, p = 0.38; accuracy: F2,16 = 0.64, p = 0.54), and there was no 336 

interaction between expectation types and flicker rate (color expectation/orientation expectation/337 

motor expectation vs fast/ slow flicker rate, RT: F2,16 max = 1.20, pmin = 0.32; accuracy: F2,16 max =338 

0.34, pmin = 0.85).339 

EEG Results340 

The Early Visual Negative Potential (VN) Amplitude341 

We used an early visual negative potential (VN), which peaked approximately 150-300342 

ms after target onset at the central occipital electrode (Oz) to index the magnitude of early 343 
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sensory-evoked visual responses. The amplitude of this early sensory event-related potential 344 

(ERP) increases as the amount of sensory evidence increases (e.g., visual contrast or motion 345 

coherence: Itthipuripat et al., 2017, 2014b; Johannes et al., 1995; Loughnane et al., 2015; Wyart 346 

et al., 2012a) and we used Oz because the visual stimuli were presented at the center of the 347 

screen. We predicted that presenting stimuli at a fast, compared to a slow flicker rate, should 348 

lead to an increase in the amount of sensory evidence per unit time and thus greater sensory-349 

evoked responses as indexed by an increase in VN amplitude. According to the sensory 350 

enhancement account, expectation about stimulus features or associated motor responses 351 

should also increase the VN amplitude if expectation improves the efficiency of early sensory 352 

processing. The classic SDT account, on the other hand, would predict expectation to have no 353 

effect on this neural measure of early sensory processing.354 

Fast flicker rate increases VN amplitude355 

We analyzed differences in VN amplitude in sliding 50ms windows and corrected for 356 

multiple comparisons using the FDR method based on both target-locked and response-locked 357 

data from CPz and Oz electrodes (see Materials and Methods). We found that VN amplitude 358 

was significantly larger on fast compared to slow flicker rate trials from 200-300 ms after target 359 

onset (F1,16 = 10.43 – 20.20; p = 0.0004 - 0.0052, FDR-corrected threshold = 0.0059; Figure 3A,360 

left panel). This flicker rate effect was consistent across all expectation types (t(16)’s = -3.98, -361 

4.65, -4.89 with all p’s < 0.001 for color expectation, orientation expectation, and motor 362 

expectation, respectively; Figure 2A, right panel). 363 

Expectation does not affect VN amplitude364 

In contrast, expectation had little impact on the VN, with only one out of 35 time windows365 

showing a trend towards significance that occurred outside the peak window of the VN and did 366 
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not survive FDR correction (F2,16 max = 4.45, pmin = 0.02, FDR-corrected threshold = 0.0059;367 

Figure 2B). Note also that during this time window, VN amplitude was marginally higher on 368 

unexpected compared to expected trials. This marginal effect is in the opposite direction from 369 

that predicted by the sensory enhancement account. A post-hoc analysis of the Bayes factor 370 

indicated either slightly positive or equivocal evidence in favor of the hypothesis that expectation 371 

had no effect on VN amplitude (BF10 = 0.33 – 1.35 across all comparisons, see Table 1).372 

We then examined the interaction between flicker rate and expectation on the amplitude 373 

of the VN and found that although one time window showed a trend towards an increased VN 374 

amplitude on fast-flickered expected trials, none survived correction for multiple comparison 375 

(Fmax = 4.66, pmin = 0.02, only one time window had a p-value < 0.05, FDR-corrected threshold < 376 

0.001). 377 

Excluding the first 20 trials following a change in expectation types does not influence the null 378 

effects of expectation on the VN379 

We next examined whether these null effects of expectation on the VN could be caused 380 

by a failure of participants to build an expectation until the end of each experimental block. To381 

evaluate this account, we first examined the time course of expectation effects on behavioral 382 

accuracy and RT. We found that expectation had a relatively fast impact on RT and accuracy 383 

early in each block (Figure 1C). Specifically, after excluding the first 20 trials following a change 384 

in expectation types, we found significant effects of flicker rate and expectation on RT (flicker 385 

rate: F1,16 = 125.29, p < 0.001; expectation: F2,16 = 118.29, p < 0.001) and accuracy (flicker rate:386 

F1,16 = 11.19, p = 0.0004 ; expectation: F2,16 = 77.22, p < 0.001) across all expectation types.387 

Moreover, we replicated our main findings with respect to VN amplitude after discarding 388 

the first 20 trials from each experimental block (Figure 3). VN amplitude was greater on fast 389 
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compared to slow flicker rate trials from 200 – 300 ms after target onset (F1,16 = 4.99 – 11.01; p 390 

=  0.004 - 0.04, FDR-corrected threshold = 0.0043; Figure 3A, left panel). This effect was 391 

consistent across all expectation types (t(16)’s = -3.76, -4.84, -6.52 with all p’s < 0.001 for color 392 

expectation, orientation expectation, and motor expectation, respectively; Figure 3A, right 393 

panel). In contrast, manipulations of expected target features did not impact the VN amplitude 394 

(F2,16 max = 3.36, pmin = 0.05, FDR-corrected threshold = 0.0043; Figure 3B). A post-hoc analysis 395 

of the Bayes factor indicates either slightly positive or equivocal evidence in favor of the 396 

hypothesis that expectation had no effect on VN amplitude (BF10 = 0.25 – 0.48 across all 397 

comparisons). Finally, examined an interaction effect between flicker rate and expectation on 398 

CPP amplitude and found that no time window survived correction for multiple comparisons399 

(Fmax = 5.92, pmin = 0.007, FDR-corrected threshold < 0.001). Taken together, these results 400 

demonstrate that even though the VN is a sensitive marker of the amount of sensory evidence 401 

available in the display, manipulating expectations about target features or motor responses has 402 

a negligible impact on its magnitude.403 

The Centro-Parietal Positive Potential (CPP)404 

The centro-parietal positive potential (CPP) recorded from the central posterior electrode 405 

(CPz) is an established ERP marker of sensory information processing that is thought to track 406 

the running sum of sensory evidence over time (Itthipuripat and Serences, 2015; Kelly and 407 

O’Connell, 2013; Loughnane et al., 2015; O’Connell et al., 2012; Squires et al., 1975; Squires et 408 

al., 1975, 1973; Twomey et al., 2015). Thus, we predicted an increase in CPP amplitude and 409 

slope before its peak when stimuli were rendered at a fast flicker rate. The sensory 410 

enhancement account would also predict this pattern of results when the feature of the target or 411 

its associated motor response is expected. On the other hand, the classic SDT account would 412 
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not predict any expectation-related modulations of either the amplitude or slope of the pre-peak 413 

CPP.414 

Fast flicker rate increases the pre-peak amplitude and decreases the post-peak amplitude of the415 

CPP416 

We found a significant increase in the amplitude of CPP on trials where stimuli were 417 

rendered at a fast compared to slow flicker rate (Figure 4A, left panel). The increases in the 418 

amplitude of the CPP were most pronounced from 200 – 750 ms after target onset (F1,16 = 10.43 419 

– 47.74; p = 0 - 0.0052, FDR-corrected threshold = 0.0059); and from 300 – 200 ms and from 420 

100 – 0 ms before response onset (F1,16 = 13.21 – 13.36; p = 0.0021 - 0.0022, FDR-corrected421 

threshold = 0.0059; F1,16 = 10.08 – 12.36; p = 0.0029 - 0.0059, FDR-corrected threshold =422 

0.0059, respectively; Figure 4A, left panel). Post-hoc t-tests revealed that the effects of flicker 423 

rate on CPP amplitudes were consistent across manipulations of expectation type (from 200 –424 

750 ms after target onset: t(16)’s = 5.49, 4.27, 6.98 with all p’s < 0.001 for color expectation, 425 

orientation expectation, and motor expectation, respectively; from 300 – 200 ms before 426 

response onset: t(16)’s = 2.36, 1.04, 5.55 with p’s = 0.02, 0.16, and < 0.001 for color 427 

expectation, orientation expectation, and motor expectation, respectively; from 100 – 0 ms 428 

before response onset: t(16)’s = 2.76, 1.56, 3.99 with p’s = 0.01, 0.07, and < 0.001 for color 429 

expectation, orientation expectation, and motor expectation, respectively; Figure 4A, right 430 

panel). In addition, after the peak of the target-locked CPP, there was a significant decrease in 431 

CPP amplitude from 1050 – 1100 ms after target onset (F1,16 = 11.57; p = 0.004, FDR-corrected 432 

threshold = 0.0059), suggesting that decision-making associated with the faster flicker rate 433 

target required less processing time as evidenced by the earlier offset of the post-peak CPP 434 

amplitude. Post-hoc t-tests revealed that the flicker rate effect during this time window was 435 
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consistent across all expectation types (t(16)’s = -2.78, -2.19, -2.07 with p’s = 0.01, 0.02, 0.03 436 

for color expectation, orientation expectation, and motor expectation, respectively). 437 

Expectation does not impact the pre-peak amplitude of CPP but violations of expectation 438 

modulates the post-peak amplitude of CPP439 

We next evaluated the impact of expectation on CPP amplitude. We found no effect of 440 

expectation on target-locked CPP amplitude before the peak response or on response-locked 441 

CPP amplitude. A post-hoc Bayes factor analysis was generally consistent with these null 442 

results (BF10 = 0.25 – 0.42, see Table 1). While there was no effect of expectation on target-443 

locked CPP amplitude before the peak response, expectation did have an impact on the 444 

amplitude of the CPP after the peak response from 950 to 1200 ms after target onset (F2,16 =445 

11.53 – 17.08; p = 0 – 0.0002, FDR-corrected threshold = 0.0059; Figure 4B, left panel). During 446 

this interval, the amplitude of the CPP was higher on unexpected compared to neutral (t(16) = -447 

5.17, p < 0.001) and expected trials (t(16) = -5.08, p < 0.001). Follow-up repeated-measures 448 

one-way ANOVAs also showed that this expectation effect was consistent across all expectation 449 

types (F2,16’s = 3.65, 13.77, 8.15 with all p’s < 0.05 for color expectation, orientation expectation, 450 

and motor expectation, respectively; Figure 4B, right panel). Finally, we examined the 451 

interaction between flicker rate and expectation on the amplitude of CPP and found that no time 452 

window survived correction for multiple comparisons (target-locked: Fmax = 3.17, pmin = 0.06;453 

response-locked: Fmax = 0.78, pmin = 0.46, FDR-corrected threshold < 0.001).454 

Fast flicker rate increases the CPP slope but expectation does not 455 

We then more directly examined the rise-time (or slope) of the target-locked CPP, which 456 

was computed over an interval from 200 to 550 ms after target onset (See Materials and457 

Methods). We found a higher slope when targets were rendered at a fast compared to slow 458 
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flicker rate (mean slopes ± 1 SEM = 0.032 ± 0.003 and 0.027 ± 0.004 uV/ms for fast and slow 459 

flicker rates, respectively; t(16) = 3.52, p = 0.003). Post-hoc t-tests also revealed that the effect 460 

of flicker rate on CPP slope was consistent across all expectation types (t(16)’s = 2.46, 2.82, 461 

2.67 with all p’s < 0.05 for color expectation, orientation expectation, and motor expectation 462 

respectively). Given this demonstration of the CPP’s sensitivity to changes in sensory evidence, 463 

we tested whether expectation also impacted the efficiency of the early sensory processing in a 464 

manner similar to increasing the amount of sensory evidence. However, unlike the flicker rate 465 

effect, we found no effect of expectation on the slope of the CPP (mean slopes ± 1 SEM = 466 

0.029 ± 0.004, 0.031 ± 0.004 and 0.028 ± 0.004 uV/ms for expected, neutral, and unexpected 467 

conditions, respectively; F2,16 = 1.91, p = 0.16), and this was true for all manipulations of 468 

expectation type (F2,16’s = 2.67, 1.86, 1.75 with p’s = 0.08, 0.17, 0.19 for color expectation, 469 

orientation expectation, and motor expectation, respectively). Further, post-hoc Bayes factor 470 

analysis indicated either slightly positive or equivocal evidence in favor of the hypothesis that 471 

expectation had no effect on CPP slope (BF10 = 0.28 – 1.01, see Table 1).472 

Excluding the first 20 trials following a change in expectation types does not influence the 473 

effects of expectation on the CPP 474 

Discarding the first 20 trials from each block following a change in expectation types did 475 

not influence the CPP effects reported above (Figure 5). The amplitude of pre-peak CPP was476 

greater on fast compared to slow flicker rate trials from 250 – 750 ms after target onset and from 477 

250 – 200 ms before response onset (target-locked: F1,16 = 11.01 – 33.05; p < 0.001 - 0.0043;478 

response-locked F1,16 = 11.50; p = 0037, FDR-corrected threshold = 0.0043, respectively; Figure 479 

5A, left panel). These flicker rate effects were consistent across all expectation types (from 250 480 

– 750 ms after target onset: t(16)’s = 5.38, 2.40, 4.68 with all p’s < 0.05 for color expectation, 481 

orientation expectation and motor expectation, respectively; from 250 – 200 ms before response 482 
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onset: t(16)’s = 2.11, -0.02, 4.77 with p’s = 0.03, 0.51, and < 0.001 for color expectation, 483 

orientation expectation, and motor expectation, respectively; Figure 5A, right panel). In addition, 484 

the post-peak amplitude of the CPP was lower on fast compared to slow flicker rate trials from 485 

1050 – 1100 ms after target onset (F1,16 = 11.11; p = 0.004, FDR-corrected threshold = 0.0043). 486 

This decrease in the post-peak CPP amplitude with the fast flickered targets was consistent 487 

across all expectation types (t(16)’s = -3.03, -2.24, -1.93 with p’s = 0.004, 0.02, 0.04 for color 488 

expectation, orientation expectation, and motor expectation, respectively).489 

Similar to the null result that we obtained when we included all trials, we found no effect 490 

of expectation on the pre-peak target-locked CPP amplitude or on response-locked CPP 491 

amplitude. Post-hoc Bayes factor analysis was generally consistent with these null results (BF10492 

= 0.25 – 0.34). Instead, expectation had an impact on the post-peak amplitude of the CPP from 493 

950 – 1100 ms and from 1150 – 1200 ms after target onset (950 – 1100 ms: F2,16 = 6.97 –494 

11.74; p = 0 – 0.0002; 1150 – 1200 ms; F2,16 = 11.53 – 17.08; p = 0 – 0.0002; FDR-corrected 495 

threshold = 0.0043, respectively; Figure 5B, left panel). During these intervals, the amplitude of496 

the CPP was higher on unexpected compared to neutral and expected trials (950 – 1100 ms: 497 

t(16) = -3.26, p < 0.01; t(16) = -3.56, p < 0.01, respectively; 1150 – 1200 ms: t(16) = -3.52, p < 498 

0.01; t(16) = -2.89, p < 0.01, respectively). Further, this expectation effect was consistent across 499 

nearly all expectation types (950 – 1100 ms: F2,16’s = 2.33, 5.19, 4.84 with p’s = 0.11, 0.01, 0.01500 

for color expectation, orientation expectation, and motor expectation, respectively; 1150 – 1200501 

ms: F2,16’s = 0.27, 7.66, 9.10 with p’s = 0.76, 0.002, <0.001 for color expectation, orientation 502 

expectation, and motor expectation, respectively; Figure 5B, right panel). In addition, we 503 

examined the interaction between flicker rate and expectation on the amplitude of the CPP and 504 

found that no time window survived correction for multiple comparisons (target-locked: Fmax =505 

3.33, pmin = 0.05; response-locked: Fmax = 0.29, pmin = 0.75, FDR-corrected threshold < 0.001).506 
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Finally, discarding the first 20 trials from each block following a change in expectation 507 

types did not influence the effects of flicker rate and expectation on the CPP slope. We found a 508 

higher slope when targets were rendered at a fast compared to slow flicker rate (mean slopes ± 509 

1 SEM = 0.031 ± 0.004 and 0.025 ± 0.004 uV/ms for fast and slow flicker rates, respectively; 510 

t(16) = 4.17, p < 0.001). This flicker rate effect was consistent across expectation types (t(16)’s 511 

= 2.97, 2.59, 2.65 with all p’s < 0.05 for color expectation, orientation expectation, and motor 512 

expectation, respectively). Similar to what we previously reported when all trials were included 513 

in the analyses, there was no effect of expectation on the slope of the CPP (mean slopes ± 1 514 

SEM = 0.027 ± 0.004, 0.029 ± 0.003 and 0.028 ± 0.004 uV/ms for expected, neutral, and 515 

unexpected conditions, respectively; F2,16 = 0.33, p = 0.72), and this was true for all 516 

manipulations of expectation type (F2,16’s = 1.55, 2.01, 0.02 with p’s = 0.23, 0.15, 0.98 for color 517 

expectation, orientation expectation, and motor expectation, respectively). Further, post-hoc 518 

Bayes factor analysis indicated slightly positive or equivocal evidence in favor of the hypothesis 519 

that expectation had on effect on CPP slope (BF10 = 0.26 – 0.43), as Bayes factor revealed no 520 

substantial evidence in favor of H1.521 

Taken together, the lack of expectation effects on the CPP slope and the significant522 

post-peak expectation-related modulation of CPP amplitude suggest that expectation did not 523 

directly impact the efficiency of the early sensory processing during perceptual decision-making. 524 

Instead, violations of expectation may slow down decision-making by affecting processing after 525 

sensory evidence has already been accumulated.526 

Parietal Alpha Activity527 

The duration of post-stimulus reductions in alpha amplitude over parietal cortex has528 

been previously established as an index for alertness and task engagement (Bosman et al., 529 

2012; Busch et al., 2009; Foxe and Snyder, 2011; Fries, 2001; Hanslmayr et al., 2008; Kelly et 530 
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al., 2009; Klimesch et al., 2007; Mathewson et al., 2009; Rihs et al., 2007; Sauseng et al., 2005; 531 

von Stein et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2010). If expectations primarily impact total time on task 532 

without modulating early sensory processing, then modulations of alpha should build over the 533 

course of the trial and should track the time course of response times associated with 534 

unexpected and expected events.535 

Flicker rate does not affect parietal alpha activity536 

First, we examined the effect of flicker rate on alpha amplitude. We found that a few time 537 

windows showed a trend but did not survive correction for multiple comparisons (target-locked: 538 

Fmax = 9.92, pmin = 0.01, FDR-corrected threshold = 0.002; response-locked: Fmax = 2.62, pmin =539 

0.13, FDR-corrected threshold = 0.002; Figure 6A, left panel). Overall, this result suggests that 540 

modulations of parietal alpha do not reflect the efficiency of early sensory processing.  541 

Violations of expectation induces reductions in parietal alpha amplitude542 

We found significant expectation effects on alpha amplitude from 800 – 1150 ms 543 

following target onset (F2,16 = 7.52 – 10.48; p = 0.0003 - 0.002, FDR-correct threshold = 0.002;544 

Figure 6B, left panel). During these time windows, alpha amplitude was significantly lower in the 545 

unexpected compared to the expected condition (t(16) = 3.42, p = 0.002) and the neutral 546 

condition (t(16) = 2.71, p = 0.008). Follow-up one-way ANOVAs also showed that these 547 

expectation effects were consistent across all expectation types (F2,16 = 6.57, 3.94, 9.21 with p’s 548 

< 0.01, < 0.05, < 0.001 for color expectation, orientation expectation, and motor expectation, 549 

respectively; Figure 6B, right panel). Note that the expectation effect of the alpha activity 550 

emerged after the CPP peaked. This suggests that the violations of expectation occurred only 551 

after the early sensory processing had been completed and thus violations of expectation may 552 
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induce surprise that potentially led to higher vigilance and more prolonged task engagement553 

(c.f., Talsma et al., 2012; Wessel and Aron, 2017; Zimmer et al., 2010).554 

Frontal Theta Activity555 

Last, we examined the amplitude of frontal theta activity, which has been previously 556 

used to index multiple attributes of executive function in the prefrontal cortex, including novelty 557 

detection, conflict-monitoring, error detection, response inhibition, and working memory (Aron et 558 

al., 2014, 2004, Botvinick et al., 1999, 2004, 2001; Carter et al., 1998; Cavanagh et al., 2013, 559 

2011; Cavanagh and Frank, 2014; Curtis and Esposito, 2003; D’Esposito et al., 1995; S. 560 

Itthipuripat et al., 2013; Kane and Engle, 2003; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004; Wessel and Aron, 561 

2017). According to the classic SDT account, unexpected target or motor response should lead 562 

to a higher theta amplitude since unexpected events put greater demands on several aspects of 563 

executive functions including novelty detection and conflict-monitoring. In contrast, the sensory 564 

enhancement account would not predict an expectation effect on this neural measure of post-565 

sensory processing.566 

Fast flicker rate increases frontal theta amplitude567 

We found significant increases in frontal theta amplitude on trials with a fast compared to 568 

slow flicker rate over a temporal window extending from 400 – 900 ms after target onset (F1,16 =569 

10.76 – 20.95; p = 0.0003 – 0.005, FDR-correct threshold = 0.007; Figure 7A, left panel). This 570 

flicker rate effect was consistent across nearly all expectation dimensions (t(16)’s = 1.64, 3.60, 571 

2.43  with p’s = 0.06, < 0.01, = 0.05 for color expectation, orientation expectation, and motor 572 

expectation, respectively; Figure 7A, right panel). This is consistent with the idea that presenting 573 

more sensory information per unit time leads to an earlier and stronger engagement of the 574 

frontal executive control processes.575 
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Violation of expectation increases frontal theta amplitude576 

The effect of expectation on frontal theta activity was found from 300 – 50 ms before 577 

response onset (F2,16 = 5.90 – 7.98; p = 0.002 - 0.007, FDR-correct threshold = 0.007; Figure 578 

7B, left panel). During these time windows, theta amplitude was significantly higher in the 579 

unexpected compared to the expected (t(16) = -3.17, p = 0.003) and the neutral condition (t(16) 580 

= -1.97, p = 0.03). Follow-up ANOVAs also showed that these expectation effects were 581 

consistent across most expectation types (F2,16 = 3.07, 9.71, 3.46 with p’s = 0.06, < 0.001, < 582 

0.05 for color expectation, orientation expectation, and motor expectation, respectively; Figure 583 

7B, right panel). These results are consistent with the notion that violations of expectation 584 

engaged the frontal executive control network, which in turn led to the slowing of motor 585 

responses.586 

Discussion587 

Expectations about likely sensory features and motor responses can modulate the 588 

speed and accuracy of decision making. According to classic accounts, expectation about a589 

motor response should reduce the amount of evidence needed to trigger a decision (i.e., 590 

introduce a response bias, (Bogacz et al., 2006; Green and Swets, 1966; Macmillan and 591 

Creelman, 2005; Ratcliff, 1978; Ratcliff et al., 2016; Voss et al., 2004; Wald and Wolfowitz, 592 

1949). However, the impact of expectations about sensory features on decision-making is 593 

controversial. Some accounts hold that expectation about low-level sensory features such as 594 

color, orientation, and motion direction improves sensory encoding by modulating the quality of 595 

sensory responses within early visual cortex (Kok et al., 2013, 2012c; Lee and Mumford, 2003; 596 

Spratling, 2008). If these modulations of sensory responses in visual cortex have an impact on 597 

decision making, then they should directly increase the efficiency of sensory processing during 598 

decision making (Cheadle et al., 2015; Diederich and Busemeyer, 2006; Forstmann et al., 2016; 599 
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Summerfield and de Lange, 2014). However, previous studies of the effects of expectation on 600 

sensory processing often used an explicit cue that provided information about a relevant 601 

stimulus feature. In turn, cues about the relevance of an impending target should lead to the602 

voluntary deployment of selective attention, which is well known to influence early sensory 603 

responses (Anderson et al., 2013; Cohen and Maunsell, 2009; Hillyard and Anllo-Vento, 1998; 604 

Itthipuripat et al., 2017, 2014a, 2014b; Martinez-Trujillo and Treue, 2002; McAdams and 605 

Maunsell, 1999; Moran and Desimone, 1985; Reynolds et al., 2000; Saproo and Serences, 606 

2014; Scolari et al., 2012; Stormer et al., 2009; Störmer and Alvarez, 2014; Treue and Martínez607 

Trujillo, 1999). As an alternative to this sensory enhancement account, violations of expectation 608 

might influence behavior by interfering with later stages of response selection and response 609 

execution, thus leading to slower overall responses.610 

Here we tested these accounts by orthogonally manipulating expectations about 611 

stimulus features such that the expected feature was independent from the relevant target 612 

feature (e.g., expectation was about target color, but target defined by orientation). In addition,613 

we also independently manipulated the amount of available sensory evidence and motor 614 

expectation. We found that increasing the amount of sensory evidence led to faster and more 615 

accurate responses, as did manipulations of expectation with a comparable magnitude.616 

Moreover, manipulations of sensory evidence increased the amplitude of the VN and the 617 

amplitude and slope of the CPP. However, manipulations of feature and motor expectation had 618 

no impact on either of these components. This suggests that even though expectations impact 619 

behavior, it does not directly modulate sensory processing during early stages of decision 620 

making. Note that while interpreting null effects is often difficult, the lack of expectation effects 621 

on the VN and the CPP cannot be easily explained as a simple lack of sensitivity. We reported 622 

comparable effects of flicker rate and expectation on RT and accuracy, yet only found an impact 623 
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of flicker rate on the VN and the CPP. Furthermore, we found no interaction effects between 624 

these two factors on performance or on ERP components.625 

Note that we did not assess participant’s awareness of the expectation manipulation at 626 

the end of each block as we wanted to keep the block-by-block manipulation implicit throughout 627 

the experiment. We also did not ask participants to report their awareness after the very last 628 

block because each participant performed two sessions of the task and we felt that a single 629 

response about which feature occurred more frequently in the last block of session 2 would not 630 

be a robust indication of their overall perception of the experimental manipulation. That said, if 631 

the participants were aware of the expectation manipulation, our observed null effects of 632 

expectation on VN and CPP would be even more compelling. 633 

The lack of expectation-related modulations of early sensory responses in our data set 634 

stands in contrast to other recent reports. Using fMRI, one previous study reported that635 

expectation about the orientation of an imperative stimulus improved the quality of stimulus 636 

representations in human primary visual cortex (V1) (Kok et al., 2012b). However, the design of 637 

that study did not clearly disentangle manipulations of expectation and manipulations of 638 

selective attention to relevant sensory features, as the auditory cue used to convey information 639 

about expectation also indicated the relevant stimulus feature (i.e., an oriented stimulus 640 

rendered at 45 or 135 degrees). Note that this was not the case in the present study, because 641 

expectation was always built on one feature (e.g., color) without providing additional information 642 

about overall target relevance as the other target feature (i.e., orientation) was equally likely643 

across expected and unexpected trials. In addition, fMRI lacks the timing necessary to establish 644 

that early modulations in V1 happen in time to influence behavior. Another related experiment645 

also provide behavioral evidence that expectation may selectively enhance sensitivity to low-646 

level stimulus features (Cheadle et al., 2015; Wyart et al., 2012a). Although consistent with a 647 
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sensory enhancement account, it is notoriously difficult to use behavioral evidence alone to 648 

distinguish between early sensory processing and a re-weighting, or selective read-out, of 649 

sensory information during decision making (c.f., Eckstein et al., 2013, 2002, Law and Gold, 650 

2009, 2008; Palmer et al., 1993; Shimozaki et al., 2012).651 

Finally, complementing the present report, another recent study also provides evidence 652 

that expectations do not impact early sensory signals but instead affect later cognitive 653 

processes by shifting decision criteria (Bang and Rahnev, 2018). This study manipulated 654 

expectations by using pre- and post-cues and a reverse correlation method to examine the 655 

effects of expectations on a perceptual decision process. Their results demonstrate that both 656 

pre and post cueing expectations about the stimuli affected decision criteria but not early 657 

sensory processing. In line with this finding, Mulder et al., 2012 manipulated the prior probability 658 

of a specific direction of motion and used fMRI to examine the effect of expectations on decision 659 

making. While expectations led to improved performance, modelling of the behavioral data660 

combined with the fMRI data suggests that this effect was most likely due to a shift in the 661 

starting point of sensory accumulation processes rather than a change in the drift rate (i.e., rate 662 

of sensory evidence accumulation). Given the lack of temporal resolution in fMRI, the present 663 

EEG data provides important complementary and more direct evidence that manipulations of 664 

expectation do not affect early sensory processing during decision making.665 

While expectation did not impact the amplitude of the VN or the slope/peak-amplitude of666 

the CPP, expectation did lead to a decrease in CPP amplitude after the peak response. In 667 

addition, expectation influenced the pattern of alpha/theta oscillatory signals that have been 668 

previously used to index task effort and cognitive control. Parietal alpha power showed a 669 

sustained decrease on trials in which targets were presented on unexpected features or when 670 

unexpected motor responses were required. This is consistent with the notion that violations of671 
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expectation require more and prolonged task engagement (Talsma et al., 2012; Wessel and 672 

Aron, 2017; Zimmer et al., 2010). Further, we found an increase in frontal theta amplitude when 673 

the target appeared on unexpected features and when an unexpected motor response was 674 

required. This pattern is consistent with the hypothesis that unexpected stimuli require greater 675 

executive control during later stages of decision making and response planning and execution 676 

(Cavanagh et al., 2012; Cavanagh and Frank, 2014). For instance, frontal theta, which is 677 

thought to be generated from medial frontal cortex, has been implicated in novelty detection and678 

the resolution of response conflict that can cause motor slowing (Botvinick et al., 2004, 2001; 679 

Cohen and Donner, 2013; Voytek et al., 2015; Wessel et al., 2012; Wessel and Aron, 2017; 680 

Zavala et al., 2014). In sum, our findings suggest that expectations about low-level sensory 681 

features, even when the expectations do not provide information about the behavioral relevance 682 

of sensory stimuli, primarily have an impact on later decision and response-related processing. 683 

These findings are in line with earlier reports that unexpected stimuli and motor responses lead 684 

to global cognitive interruption and motor suppression (Alvarez et al., 2007; Eckstein, 2011; 685 

Wessel et al., 2016; Wessel and Aron, 2017, 2013). This suggests that violations of expectation 686 

about sensory features influence global networks that modulate late-stage processes including 687 

choice evaluation, conflict resolution, and/or motor execution. In the context of the present 688 

design, this interpretation is consistent with the fact that participants do not know whether stimuli 689 

being presented are ‘expected’ or ‘unexpected’ until they have already integrated sufficient 690 

evidence (i.e., the temporal sensory accumulation has reached the associated decision 691 

threshold). This situation mirrors real world decision making in the sense that the importance of 692 

learned regularities in the environment, independent of additional information about their 693 

behavioral relevance, is not known until a target of visual search is detected. That said, beyond 694 

the broad distinctions between relatively early sensory processing and later decision-related 695 

processing, the present EEG measures do not reveal the specific neural mechanisms that are 696 
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impacted by violations of expectation. In addition, the optimal means of using prior expectations697 

during decision making likely depend on the structure of the task as well as overall difficulty 698 

levels (Mulder et al., 2012). Finally, given the well documented effects of selective attention to699 

relevant features on early visual processing, simultaneously and orthogonally manipulating both 700 

attention and prior expectations during the context of the same task is a critical future direction.701 
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Figure captions1021 

Figure 1.1022 

The orientation discrimination task and behavioral results. A. Task schematics. Targets were 1023 

either coherently oriented red or blue bars at 0 or 901024 

indicated the target by pressing the left (L) or right key (R). Each response button was 1025 

associated with a specific conjunction of color and orientation such that half of the participants 1026 

were instructed to map the left button to red horizontal and blue vertical targets and the right 1027 

button to blue horizontal and red vertical targets. There were four expectation types to the task:1028 

neutral (no expectation), color expectation, orientation expectation, and motor expectation.1029 

Expectation types were manipulated on a block-by-block basis. Each target composed of 2 1030 

features: color and orientation, and the expectation status of the target was manipulated in the 1031 

three expectation conditions by presenting one type of target more frequently than the other 1032 

target type within the same target feature. That is, for a given block (e.g., color expectation 1033 

block), one target type (e.g., red target) was expected, while the other target type (i.e., blue 1034 

target) was unexpected. The other target feature (i.e., orientation) was orthogonal to this 1035 

expectation manipulation, and it was equally likely that the target would be vertical or horizontal. 1036 

Note that the ratio of expected : unexpected trials within each block is 70:30, such that in a color 1037 

expectation block where red target is expected, the probabilities of red horizontal target, red 1038 

vertical target, blue horizontal target, and blue vertical target are 35%, 35%, 15%, and 15% 1039 

respectively. In the neutral expectation block, the probability of each of the four possible targets 1040 

were 25% accordingly. B. Behavioral results. Accuracy was higher on the expected trials than 1041 

on the unexpected trials in all three expectation types (orientation/color/motor expectation).1042 

Accuracy was also higher on trials where stimuli were presented at a fast compared to a slow1043 

flicker rate. RT for correct responses were also shorter for fast flicker rated stimuli than for slow 1044 
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flicker rated stimuli. C. Performance as a function of the number of cumulative trials in each 1045 

block (i.e., trial 1-10, 1-15, 1-20 etc. within each block of 60 trials). Data were collapsed across 1046 

fast and slow flicker rate trials to examine the temporal dynamics of the expectation effects on 1047 

RTs and accuracy. Across the three expectation types, the effects of expectation on behavior 1048 

are clearly observed after 20 cumulative trials. Thus, in later EEG analyses where a null effect 1049 

of expectation is observed, we ran additional analyses after discarding the first 20 trials.1050 

Figure 2.1051 

Expectation does not affect early visual negative potential (VN) amplitude. The amplitudes of 1052 

VN were computed on data from all trials of each block. A. VN was plotted from 250 ms before 1053 

target onset to 1500 ms after target onset. VN was plotted as a function of flicker rate (fast/slow)1054 

and B. as a function of the expectation status of the target (expected/neutral/unexpected). Left1055 

panels show VN collapsed across all expectation types (color/orientation/motor). Right panels 1056 

show VN from individual expectation type. Fast flicker rate induced a significantly more negative 1057 

VN from 200-300 ms after target onset. ***Significant main effect of flicker rate (P < 0.001).1058 

Figure 3.1059 

Excluding the first 20 trials following a change in expectation types does not influence the null 1060 

effect of expectation on the VN. VN amplitude was computed on data after the first 20 trials from 1061 

each block were discarded. Similar to Figure 2, VN was plotted from 250 ms before target onset 1062 

to 1500 ms after target onset. A. VN was plotted as a function of flicker rate (fast/slow) and B.1063 

as a function of the expectation status of the target (expected/neutral/unexpected). Left panels 1064 

show VN collapsed across all expectation types (color/orientation/motor expectation). Right 1065 

panels show VN from individual expectation type. Fast flicker rate induced a significantly more 1066 

negative VN from 200-300 ms after target onset. ***Significant main effect of flicker rate (P <1067 

0.001). 1068 
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Figure 4.1069 

Expectation does not impact the pre-peak amplitude of the centro-parietal positive potential 1070 

(CPP) but violations of expectation modulate the post-peak amplitude of CPP. The amplitudes 1071 

and slopes of CPP were computed on data from all trials of each block. A. Target-locked CPP 1072 

was plotted from 250 ms before target onset to 1500 ms after target onset, while response-1073 

locked CPP was plotted from 300 ms before response onset to 100 ms after the onset. CPP 1074 

was plotted as a function of flicker rate (fast/slow) and B. as a function of the expectation status 1075 

of the target (expected/neutral/unexpected). Fast flicker rate induced higher CPP amplitude 1076 

from 200-750 ms after target onset; and from 300-200 and from 100-0 ms before response 1077 

onset. Additionally, after the peak of the target-locked CPP, the CPP amplitude dropped faster 1078 

on trials where stimuli were presented at the fast flicker rate from 1000-1100 ms after target 1079 

onset. The effect of expectation on the CPP amplitude emerged from 950-1200 ms after target 1080 

onset where the CPP amplitude was lower for unexpected compared to neutral and expected 1081 

trials. #, *, **, ***Significant main effects of flicker rate and expectation (P < 0.1, P < 0.05, P <1082 

0.01, and P < 0.001 respectively).1083 

Figure 5.1084 

Excluding the first 20 trials following a change in expectation types does not influence the CPP 1085 

effects. The amplitudes and slopes of the CPP were recomputed after the first 20 trials from 1086 

each block were discarded. Similar to Figure 4, CPP was plotted from 250 ms before target 1087 

onset to 1500 ms after target onset, while response-locked CPP was plotted from 300 ms 1088 

before response onset to 100 ms after response onset. A. CPP was plotted as a function of 1089 

flicker rate (fast/slow) and B. as a function of the expectation status of the target 1090 

(expected/neutral/unexpected). The faster flicker rate induced higher CPP amplitude from 250-1091 

750 ms after target onset; and from 250-200 before response onset. Additionally, after the peak 1092 
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of the target-locked CPP, the CPP amplitude dropped faster on trials where stimuli were 1093 

presented at a fast flicker rate from 1050-1100 ms after target onset. The effects of expectation 1094 

on the CPP amplitude emerged from 950-1100 ms and from 1150-1200 ms after target onset 1095 

where the CPP amplitude was lower for unexpected compared to neutral and expected trials. *, 1096 

**, ***Significant main effects of flicker rate and expectation (P < 0.1, P < 0.05, P < 0.001 1097 

respectively). 1098 

Figure 6.1099 

Violations of expectation induce reductions in parietal alpha amplitude. A. Target-locked alpha 1100 

was plotted from 450 ms before target onset to 1500 ms after target onset, while response-1101 

locked alpha was plotted from 300 ms before response onset to 100 ms after the onset. The 1102 

parietal alpha amplitude was plotted as a function of flicker rate (fast/slow) B. as a function of 1103 

the expectation status of the target (expected/neutral/unexpected). Expectation had an effect on 1104 

parietal alpha amplitude from 800-1150 ms after target onset such that alpha amplitude was 1105 

higher on expected trials during this period. *, **, ***Significant main effects of flicker rate and 1106 

expectation (P < 0.05, P < 0.01, and P < 0.001 respectively).1107 

Figure 7.1108 

Violations of expectation increase frontal theta amplitude. A. Target-locked theta was plotted 1109 

from 700 ms before target onset to 1500 ms after target onset, while response-locked theta was 1110 

plotted from 300 ms before response onset to 100 ms after the onset. The frontal theta 1111 

amplitude was plotted as a function of flicker rate (fast/slow) B. as a function of the expectation1112 

status of the target (expected/neutral/unexpected). The theta amplitude was higher on trials 1113 

where stimuli were rendered at the fast flicker rate from 400-900 ms after target onset. In 1114 

addition, theta amplitude was higher on unexpected trials from 300-50 ms before response1115 
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onset. #, *, **, ***Significant main effects of flicker rate and expectation (P < 0.1, P < 0.05, P <1116 

0.01, and P < 0.001 respectively).1117 
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Table 1. Bayes Factor Analyses of Flicker Rate and Expectation Status of the Target1134 

Neural Measures

Flicker Rate Comparison Expectation Comparisons

Fast vs. Slow Flicker Rate Expected vs. Unexpected Expected vs. Neutral Neutral vs. Unexpected

    
VN amp, tg-locked

   

200 to 300 ms t = -5.51, p < 0.001, BF10 = 545.62 t = 0.91, p = 0.38, BF10 = 0.36 t =2.06, p = 0.06, BF10 = 1.35 t = -0.81, p = 0.43, BF10 = 0.33

    
CPP slope t = 3.52, p = 0.003, BF10 = 15.34 t = 0.48, p = 0.64, BF10 = 0.28 t = -1.64, p = 0.12, BF10 = 0.76 t = 1.85, p = 0.08, BF10 = 1.01

    
CPP amp, tg-locked

   

200 to 750 ms t = 7.36, p < 0.001, BF10 = 11,528 t = -0.93, p = 0.37, BF10 = 0.36 t = -0.001, p = 1.00, BF10 = 0.25 t = -0.64, p = 0.53, BF10 = 0.30

CPP amp, resp-locked
  

-300 to -200 ms t = 3.75, p = 0.002, BF10 = 23.55 t = -1.10, p = 0.29, BF10 = 0.42 t = -0.47, p = 0.65, BF10 = 0.27 t = -0.53, p = 0.60, BF10 = 0.28

-100 to 0 ms t = 3.45, p = 0.003, BF10 = 13.69 t = 0.18, p = 0.86, BF10 = 0.25 t = -0.60, p = 0.56, BF10 = 0.29 t = 0.81, p = 0.43, BF10 = 0.33

1135 
















